
WARNING: Freediving and spearfishing are 
inherently dangerous activities and can lead  
to serious injury and/or even death if limitations  

and safety guidelines are not followed correctly. The content  
in this manual is intended for instructional purposes only.

Accidents may be due to - but are not limited to, drowning,  
shallow water blackout, defective dive gear, boating accidents, 
shark attacks and others. The information in this guide does not 
offer any guarantee or warranty pertaining to your own health and 
safety while engaging in any water-related activities. This content 
in is intended for instructional purposes only.

Penetrator Fins does not accept any responsibility or liability  
for injury or death caused whilst using any of our products.  
You are responsible for using common sense, good judgement 
and personal awareness during all wtaer based activities.  
Always dive within your limits, check your gear - know your 
capabilities and limitations. We strongly recommend  
completing an accredited Freediving course, educating yourself 
on the dangers and risks associated with these sports; and 
the use of the “buddy system” (one up / one down rule) while 
spearfishing and/or freediving.

CONTACT US
For more information about our products or if you  
have any further questions please contact us:

Phone: +61 408 028 467
Email: admin@penetratorfins.com
www.penetratorfins.com
U7/8 Centreview Drive, Biggera Waters 4216, QLD, Australia.

PRODUCT MANUALDISCLAIMER / CONTACT

WARNING: Freediving and spearfishing are inherently dangerous activities and can 
lead to serious injury and/or even death if all safety guidelines are not followed correctly.

Congratulations on purchasing a pair of Penetrator Fins. Please read 
through the information contained in this manual thoroughly to ensure 
you get the best performance, care and logevity out of your fins.

25° Degree 
Footpocket 
angle at 
the bend

Embedded 
graphics & 
logos, laminated 
into the blade 
material. 

* Please Note: 
your logo position 
& type - may 
differ to example 
displayed here.

Kevlar reinforced 
blade tips to 
prevent cracking 
(Carbon fins)

Dual action 
EDPM water 
channel rails

Made using 
a proprietary 
Capillary 
Closed 
Molding 
System 
(CCMS)

IMPORTANT: Please save this product manual. It contains valuable product 
information to help you get the best performance & longevity from your fins.
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WARRANTY
Penetrator fins offers a 1-YEAR WARRANTY on all CARBON FINS  
and a 3-YEAR WARRANTY on all COMPOSITE FINS. This warranty 
covers materials free from failure and defects caused by 
manufacturing - to the original owner & purchaser of the fins.

Please note this warranty does not cover damage caused by  
you, or unintended uses of the product (“Customer Damage”).

CUSTOMER DAMAGE INCLUDES: 
+ Damage caused as a result of neglect; 
+ Damage caused by exposure to extreme temperatures; 
+ Alterations or repairs without our permission.
 
Other factors that will prevent you from claiming  
under this warranty or that are not covered include:
+ The product has been purchased used, second hand or  
from anyone other than an authorised stockist or directly by us.
+ The process for making a claim under this warranty has  
not been correctly followed. 
+ Footpockets, unless faulty on receipt of the product.
+ Normal wear and tear.

HOW TO MAKE A CLAIM
+ Contact the stockists where you purchased the product  
or email us directly: admin@penetratorfins.com OR If you  
purchased the product within one year from the date of purchase:
+ Present the original invoice, sales receipt or online order  
number if purchased online.
+ Return the product to the stockist or us for assessment. We will 
then determine the claim is valid in accordance with the terms of 
this warranty and fix / or replace where necessary.

PRODUCT WARRANTYPRODUCT CARE

IMPORTANT: Please save this product manual. It contains valuable product 
information to help you get the best performance & longevity from your fins. © 2022 Penetrator Fins Ltd All Rights Reservered.

TRAVELLING & STORING YOUR FINS:
+ Ensure heavy loads are not placed directly onto fin blades.  
+ Avoid placing fin blades together during transit as chaffing 
& compression to water rails can cause cosmetic damage.

+ Do not leave fins in direct sunlight for prolonged periods of time.
+ Do not store fins at temperatures over 70 degrees Celsius.
+ Store fin blades either hanging up or lying flat, Do not stand on fin tips.

USING YOUR FINS:
+ Avoid pushing off the bottom when ascending.  
The fin tips are not designed to withstand this type of load.
+ Avoid sharp objects contacting the tips of the blade.

+ Surface scratches will not affect the performance of the blades - 
however if loose fibres are exposed - cease use and contact Penetrator 
Fins for advice. In most cases, damaged tips etc can be easily repaired.

AFTER USE:
+ Do not leave fins stored wet or with wet items.  
Dry asap after use - prolonged storage wet will  
damage embedded graphics.

+ Always wash in fresh water and allow to dry in the shade.
+ Mild detergent may be used to clean the blades.
+ Do not use solvent-based cleaners, especially around logo’s.
+ Inspect the blades for damage before / after each dive.
+ Inspect the footpockets for damage and cracks, especially  
around where the pocket tendon joins to the fin rail.

FOOTPOCKETS:
When fitting to footpockets please ensure the insert shape 
and size matches the brand of pocket you are using.  
Drill holes no larger than 4mm for fixing kits. Larger holes  

may void the warranty. Our standard fin inserts currently fit:

+ Mares razor  + Omer Stingray (Must be old style only)
+ Omer Eagle Ray  + Salvimar STEP
+ Beuchat Mundial  + Hammerhead Kaudal
+ TPR generic pocket + Leaderfin Forza pockets
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